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1
Following his early book Race Relations (Banton, 1967) and further work on
this subject (idem, 1977; Banton and Harwood, 1975), Michael Banton became persuaded that race and ethnic relations (R&ER) are best understood as
outcomes of the rational choices of those engaged in them over successive
generations. In arriving at this position, on the evidence of his writings (idem,
1980, 1983), it seems that he may have been influenced by .the following considerations: (1) a desire to replace the folk concepts that have hitherto dominated studies of race and ethnicity by value-free analytical concepts; (2) the
need for a single theoretical framework that might embrace and account for
all known situations, varieties and courses of interethnic and interracial relations (R&ER), together with the associated ideologies, attitudes, social orientations and cultural practices; (3) the desire to assimilate studies of racial and
ethnic relations to one another and also to studies of other aspects of social
life within an inclusive social theory; (4) the desire to integrate studies of
individual action and interpersonal relations with analyses of their inclusive
social contexts, and studies of social structure with those of social process;
(5) a desire to replace the tired and inadequate psychological explanations
of R&ER by one of greater generality, specificity, logic and analytic precision; (6) the determination to link any such 'psychological' theory of individual behaviour in this field with sociological analyses of aggregate forms
and developments; (7) preference for a theory as elegant and parsimonious to
realise these ends. 1
While it is unlikely that these desiderata represent Banton's aims in
developing his current theory of R&ER, they serve nonetheless to indicate
some of the ways in which it differs from those previously canvassed in this
field, and some of the criteria by which Banton (1983: 99-101) judges it
superior to them. Whether or not his opinion will be shared by others depends
inevitably on differences of taste, intellectual background, experience and
opinion, among other factors; but even its general acceptance by other specialists on this subject cannot establish its validity and utility. To do this we
must examine the theory closely with these points in mind; and in the following discussion I shall try to do so, after first summarising the theory's funda-
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mental ideas, to which my comments will be restricted for reasons of space.
The theory of rational choice (RCT) as applied by Banton to R&ER rests
on the basic assumption of neoclassical economics, namely, that humans act
to maximise their utilities or satisfactions within the constraints of their situations by choosing what they regard as the best or most advantageous alternative open to them. Various theoretical models based on this assumption have
been applied in political science by Simon (1955, 1966), Buchanan (1966,
1968), March (1966); in sociology by Homans (1961, 1962), Blau (1964),
Heath (1976), and others; and in social anthropology by Barth (1966, 1969),
Bailey (1969) and Kapferer (1972). Hence its present application to R&ER is
not unexpected. Indeed, some years ago Leo Despres (1975a, 1975b) contributed two essays to a volume he edited entitled Ethnicity and Resource
Competition in Plural Societies (Despres (ed.), 1975) that anticipated Banton's
version of RCT in various ways. And since Banton's (1980) early presentation
of his theory, a rational choice analysis of the conditions of collective action
by ethnic aggregates has been developed by Michael Hechter and his colleagues
(1982). However, Banton's (1980, 1983) publications are to date the most
general and ambitious application of this viewpoint to the study of R&ER
and will probably remain so for several years. It is therefore with Banton's
RCT of R&ER, and principally with the extended statement in his recent
book, that the following comments deal.
2

While Banton admits that the axiom of individual optimisation is tautological (idem, 1980: 497), can neither be tested nor falsified, and thus has
limited utility (idem, 1983: 104), he does not concede that this affects its
validity. But if so, then theological postulates of the immortality of human
souls, creator gods, and other spirits are equally valid, since they also cannot
be put to the test and are commonly used to provide plausible accounts of
events and phenomena. However, even without reference to the various critiques of this basic assumption and others on which the theory of neo-classical economics rests, distinguished economists concede that the current prolonged world recession and economic behaviour of industrial bourgeois
capitalism indicate its empirical shortcomings. Yet if science accepts as valid
theories, normative and other, whose foundations we cannot test directly
or otherwise, it thereby foreswears the methodology of experiment, observation, and disconfirmation procedures that has hitherto distinguished it from
ethics, theology, metaphysics, art, religion, magic, ideology and various
other pursuits. That cost is surely too high for anyone who believes in scientific enquiry to select rationally, in the hope of such dubious and obscure
rewards as neoclassical economics may have to offer.
Banton seeks to circumvent various problems raised by this root postulate of the optimizing individual by restricting his RCT of R&ER to 'changes
in aggregate behaviour' and their 'explanation' (ibid.: 109). However, following one paragraph on 'silent trade', he presents a highly oversimplified model
of price-setting discussions 'around the campfire in the evening' (ibid.: 109)
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among hypothetical groups of sheep and cattle herders, after their very first
encounters and exchanges (ibid.: 109-11). He says very little about the
mechanisms or processes by which individuals choose between the alternative action courses open to them, which include, in this case, withdrawal,
attack, avoidance of further relations, or 'non-competitive trade' (ibid.: 109),
which he does not discuss. Instead he simply presents that hypothetical situation as if it depicts the paradigmatic 'first moment' and typical genesis of
R&ER in history. However, most interracial and interethnic interactions
were not initiated by the free choice of all collectivities involved in them.
Either, as with the Roman conquests of Gaul, the Belgae, Britannae and many
others, with the Aryan invasions and subjugation of Dravidian peoples in
India, the Arab conquests of Berbers and others in North Africa, or European
colonisation of the Americas, the Caribbean, the Polynesian and Melanesian
islands, New Zealand, Tasmania, Australia, Southern and Eastern Africa, and
many parts of Southeast Asia, native peoples with far weaker technology and
organisation were overrun by invaders and obliged to accommodate to survive; or they were obliged to accept without choice new and unequal relationships by enslavement through capture or sale; or, as with European immigrants to the USA, many - and perhaps most - who 'voluntarily' moved
there did so to escape harsh conditions in their homelands, such as famine,
political and religious oppression, pogroms, massacres, economic exploitation
and abject poverty that threatened their survival. It is therefore quite illusory
to formulate a general theory of R&ER as if they are always and everywhere
freely created by the rational choice of all parties involved.
Instead of telling us how individuals make rational selections between the
alternative courses available to them in order to maximise their net advantages, Banton prefers to restrict his attention to the collective preference
scales that 'explain' or account for changing accommodations of ethnic and
racial aggregates, and he does so by imputing motivations, aims and values
to them as determinants of their behaviour on the principle of post hoc propter hoc. Perhaps in consequence, the untestability of such 'explanations' does
not embarrass their author, even when as implausible, for example, as the
market motivations attributed to whites in Australia and the USA who shot
'the native peoples for sport' (ibid.: 121), or to young blacks who recently
rioted in Brixton or Baltimore (ibid.: 124).
In their essay on the requisite conditions of ethnic collective action, in
lieu of such specific mechanisms of rational choice, Hechter and his colleagues (1982: 416) try to identify the more important 'structural conditions under which these actors come to define participation in some collective action as a net benefit', and admit the unavoidable incompleteness of
their list (ibid.: 430). Banton's failure to provide adequate models of the
mechanisms and processes of rational choice by individuals, and of the structural conditions that constrain their freedom of choice by defining and ordering the situationally available alternatives for them, severely weakens his version
of RCT, since in their absence his 'explanations' of the processes and developments of R&ER are either analogical or inconclusive, as illustrated by his dis-
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cussion of immigrant assimilation in the USA (idem, 1980), and by various
examples in chapters 6 to 8 of his recent book (Banton, 1983). 2
To choose between alternatives that particular course of action that seems
to offer the highest return against cost, it is necessary for individuals to
identify, assess and critically evaluate the respective costs and benefits to
them of all the alternatives they perceive. Such procedures, being assumed to
apply before individuals undertake any action, must require their conscious
and continuous calculation throughout the waking day; but it seems that in
Banton's (1983: 108-9) version of RCT, such individual calculations are
either irrelevant or may be taken for granted, perhaps because the structural
constraints of such choice and action are assumed to be decisive. Yet, as noted
above, Hechter and his colleagues say there is no way of specifying all the
alternatives and variables that are relevant for adequate understanding of individual choice and action.
These difficulties are compounded by problems associated with the value
scales that are held to influence and decide individual action. Such motivating values often remain obscure to the actors themselves and are normally
inaccessible to others, although within their situational constraints individuals are presumably guided by them in their selection of perceived alternatives. However, despite its implausibility, Banton (1983: 104) asserts that
'since people subjectiv~ly attribute value to so many possible outcomes they
must continually rank their preferences (although some rankings may not be
stable)'. This postulate could be easily put to an empirical test. In support of
it, Banton claims that 'the assumption that people optimize has its problems,
but it is very difficult to interpret social behaviour without it, and sociological
theories which begin from some other starting point have to incorporate some
such proposition when they come to deal with action at the individual level'
(idem, 1983: 105). However, such stress on individual optimisation has little
place in the individualistic theory of Herbert Spencer (1969), the theories of
social action advanced by Max Weber (1947), or by Parsons and Shils (1951),
or the structuralism of Levi-Strauss (1963). 3
Besides the uncertain status of the basic assumption on which RCT rests,
that individuals always optimise, further uncertainties surround the values
they are said to maximise and the order in which these are ranked (Banton,
1983: 104), generally or under specific conditions. Banton attempts neither
to account for the initial preference scales of collectivities (ibid.: 109), nor
to 'explain' changes in them, having earlier recognised that individuals 'do
not always rank their preferences in a transitive or consistent sequence'
(ibid.: 104). Nonetheless his RCT claims to elucidate 'changes in aggregate
behaviour' (ibid.: 109) that presumably reflect prior changes in individual
preference scales on the analogy of Durkheim's (1952) study of suicide.
However, on the source and genesis of such shifting individual and aggregate
opinions and values, if I understand them both correctly, Durkheim's views
are almost the opposite of Banton's. To Durkheim (1952: 387),

In reality a people's mental system is a system of definite forces not to be
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disarranged or rearranged by simple injunctions. It depends really on the
grouping and organization of social elements. Given a people composed of
a certain number of individuals arranged in a certain way, we obtain a
definite total of collective ideas and practices which remain constant so
long as the conditions on which they depend are the same. To be sure, the
nature of the collective existence necessarily varies depending on whether
its composite parts are more or less numerous, arranged on this or that plan,
and so its ways of thinking and acting change; but the latter may be
changed only by changing the collective existence itself, and this cannot be
done without modifying its anatomical constitution.
While claiming for RCT, on the basis of Durkheim's study, the ability to
account for changes of aggregate behaviour, value and attitudes, Banton holds
that 'groups dissolve and change: insofar as they continue over time, it is because their members are motivated to maintain characteristic forms of behaviour. When they change, it is because individual motivations have changed'
(Banton, 1983: 100); and he argues that 'any approach from rational choice
theory must treat all groups as coalitions or alignments of individuals, influenced by consequences of choices made in earlier periods' (idem, 1980: 476).
Moreover, 'groups change because individuals are constantly calculating the
advantages and the costs likely to result from different courses of action. The
subjective utility of different alignments and associations is not constant'
(Banton, 1980: 477). However, as Durkheim attributes such changes in collective psychology to prior changes of social conditions, while Banton employs
the postulate of aggregate views and values to account for changes in social
organisation, how may we validly choose between their theories in order to
decide whether or not Banton's 'explanations' of aggregate behaviour in
R&ER are on principle if not in all instances acceptable?
.
On this Banton says nothing, except that micro- and macro-level analyses
of society are mutually necessary and enriching in studies of R&ER and other
fields. Yet, as champion of an explicitly psychological and individualistic explanation of social structures and their transformations, given his reliance on
aggregate attitudes of unspecified incidence, intensity, character and source
to account for social structures and their change, it behoves Banton to indicate
clearly how and why he thinks that such changes develop when, where, why
and as they do, independent of prior relevant changes in the social contexts
and conditions of everyorie involved.

3
With special reference to R&ER, Banton's RCT (ibid.- 104) asserts that
1 Individuals utilise physical and cultural differences in order to create
groups and categories by the processes of inclusion and exclusion.
and that
2 Ethnic groups result from inclusive and racial categories from exclusive

processes. (Ibid.: 104)
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While aware of the dialectical relations of socially inclusive and exclusive
criteria and processes, Banton (1980: 477; 1983: 9, 106) often writes (1983:
125 -31) about specific aggregates and situations as if they illustrated or derived from one of these processes and not the other, without clearly indicating
the historical and sociological relations between them. As shown below, the
proposition that ethnic groups result from inclusive, and racial categories
from exclusive processes (ibid.: 104, 106) illustrates this tendency. Since
Banton regards his distinctions between inclusive and exclusive processes as
analytical rather than folk conceptions, the tendency to exaggerate and isolate them has analytical implications.
Banton conceives interaction between the members of ethnic or racial
aggregates as competitive exchanges in market-like situations that require
and indicate 'rational' cost/benefit calculations of net advantage by all their
participants and can best be understood with the aid of ReT, if not individually, on aggregate levels. With this market analogy, Banton distinguishes two
contrasting patterns of inter-unit 'exchange' or 'trade', namely, those that
involve autonomous individuals only, and those conducted collectively by
groups. From this contrast he subsequently derives another between interacting aggregates that have 'hard boundaries' and those whose 'boundaries'
are 'soft' or more easily crossed. To some degree, exclusive orientations and
processes correlate with hard boundaries and group exchange, while inclusive
orientations and processes correlate with soft boundaries and individual
exchange - in Banton's scheme; but of course 'group exchange' assumes
the existence of at least one, and normally, two such groups; and not all
ethnic or racial aggregates that have hard boundaries are organised as groups.
It will be evident from this sketch of the theory that its structure consists of certain interlocking equations that involve such key terms as group,
category, competition, exchange, trade, market, exclusion, hard and soft
boundaries, race and ethnicity, or racial and ethnic relations. Yet with the
sole exception of category, Banton uses his key terms too loosely for them to
fulfil their functions properly in his theoretical scheme. While conceding the
freedom of authors to define technical terms as they please, having done so, I
expect that thereafter such terms will be used consistently as initially defined.
Moreover, when some terms, such as group, market and competition, form
part of the ordinary language of scholarly discourse, their definitions might
reasonably be expected to correspond with those in general use. With these
points in mind, let us review briefly Banton's usage of some of his basic terms.
Having initially identified individuals, groups and categories as the most
relevant classes of social units for analyses of R&ER, Banton (1983: 105)
initially defined the two latter as follows:
A category is a set of individuals who may have nothing in common except that which the categoriser used to distinguish them. Persons in a particular income band are a category for income tax purposes. Members of a
category may transform themselves into a group by giving their common

characteristic cultural significance and using it as a basis of organisation.
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This, according to Titus Livy, was what the ethnically heterogeneous plebs of
Rome did in 439 BC when they created the consilium plebis at an assembly
on the Aventine as their regulative and representative council of ten tribunes,
and ipso facto converted their estate or order from a polyethnic category into
a group contraposed with the ethnic group of patricians, whose exploitation
had provoked their action. However, having identified groups as aggregates
possessing organisation, Banton frequently writes as though 'group consciousness' (ibid.: 126-7) or 'self-consciousness' is of itself sufficient to transform some aggregates into groups, as when he speaks of 'self-conscious groups'
that hold 'core values' (ibid.: 129, 131, 135) while saying little about the
organisation of such 'groups', though that is their defining characteristic, and
may vary widely. It may have been convenient for Banton to write thus, as
such emphases on collective values and consciousness fit the ReT 'explanations' of aggregate behaviour more directly than details of social organisation.
Yet, however intense their 'self-consciousness' or 'group consciousness', the
members of a social category can never form a group until they have created
the necessary organisation with its structure of statuses and roles that relates
them positively to one another in terms of rights, duties and expected performances, as for example did the Roman plebs in 439 BC. We shall return
to this point later.
4
As regards 'competition', Banton's usage varies more freely. He initially contrasts the 'unconscious competition for resources' of plants and animals with
'the conscious competition of humans', and says that 'people compete with
one another only by observing recognised rules of conduct' (ibid.: 80-1).
When he next uses the concept he redefines it as follows: 'Competition begins
when two individuals or groups both want the same thing and strive for it
within a market' (ibid.: 103). Presumably, since his theory requires populations of individuals whose interactions are governed by their separate cost/
benefit calculations to maximise net utilities, and since such interactions
formally resemble transactions in the ideal neoclassical model of priceregulating markets, Banton was led to redefine human competition as market
relations so as to assimilate his analysis of R&ER to the marginal utility principle on which RCT is based. The result is confusion and mystification.
For example, having equated individual and group competition with exchange and trade governed by 'recognised rules of conduct' (ibid.: 81),
Banton (1983: 120) says that 'the most extreme form of group competition
is that of physical attack. It counts as competition only in the ecological
sense of struggle for resources and in sociological terms is more properly
considered as conflict'. To illustrate, he cites (ibid.: 121-2) the behaviour
of Anglo-Saxon colonists in America and Australia to the natives whose
cultures, technology and social organisation ill equipped them for such
encounters.
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There were whites who poisoned Aboriginal waterholes and left out meat,
flour, or liquor that contained arsenic or strychnine so that those who
drank the liquid or ate the food died horrible deaths. .. In the United
States as the frontier was pushed westward, and in Australia likewise, there
were whites who formed hunting parties to go shooting the native peoples
for sport ... The weaker the native peoples ... , the more brutal their
treatment.
Such behaviour differs clearly from market competition by groups or
individuals that recognise common rules of conduct. Yet, as Banton recognises,
'markets are always embedded in political processes' (ibid.: 124); and since
such slaughters for sport expressed collective power and were thus political,
we soon learn that 'the actions of invading whites who in Australia and North
America drove the native people from their land were motivated by the whites'
intention to establish their own markets and dictate the terms on which
Aborigines and Indians might participate in them' (ibid.: 124).
Analytically and historically, that statement is pure nonsense and mystification. The attempt to interpret such slaughters of Aborigines and Indians as
modes of group competition in imperfect markets (ibid.: 124-5) by the
rational choice of optimising whites, is equally specious and crude. It is
obvious that to 'drive natives from their land' and to slaughter or exterminate
them are two radically different processes involving radically different motivations and goals, though neither can be assimilated to the market model of
rational optimising competition by individuals or groups (ibid.: 103).
Neither can this misplaced analogy of market exchange be salvaged by regarding it as a familiar instance of 'imperfect competition' (ibid.: 124), nor is
it an adequate defence of RCT in such contexts that it is not 'silent about
irrational or habitual behaviour. It is an approach which judges all kinds of
behaviour in terms of the criterion of rationality, Le. whether the actor is
maximising his or her net advantages' (ibid.: 108). This failure of RCT to
handle vicious race relations is evident from Banton's effort to present the
slaughter of aborigines in Australia and North America as effects of rational
decisions by whites to optimise their net advantages on a group basis. But
what is or can be the 'net advantage' of a killer who shoots natives for sport?
And if the killer's motives or intentions are invoked to explain or rationalise
his act, what were they, in fact rather than theory? And what is the evidence
for them? Certainly not to 'establish a market and dictate terms of trade'.
It is estimated that Jamaica was inhabited by 60,000 to 80,000 Arawak
Indians when discovered by Columbus in 1494. Fifteen years later the first
contingent of seventy Spanish colonists under Juan de Esquivel came to the
island. Yet in 'less than fifty years after the coming of the Spaniards they (the
Arawaks) were virtually extinct' (Abrahams, 1957: 7 -8), like the Taino of
Haiti before them. Neither the Taino nor the Arawaks were eliminated
entirely by strange diseases such as smallpox or influenza, but also by the
'conquistadores' deliberate slaughter of them for sport and/or religion; and

indeed within ten years of Juan de EsqUivel's arrival, the replacement of
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Arawaks in Jamaica by African slaves had begun. At no time in their colonial
existence were these Jamaican Arawaks involved in what are ordinarily
recognised by economists and others as market relations, however widely
that concept is stretched, any more so than were the Tasmanians later on,
the various refugee Indian groups of Amazonia whose merciless decimation
by Brazilians is a contemporary international scandal, or the Maya of the
western Guatemalan highlands who are now facing genocide (Guatemala
Working Group, 1982; Nelson, et al., 1983; Banton, 1983: 129). What then
is the point or purpose of misrepresenting such situations as examples of inter'group' competition that illustrate the maximising calculations and strategies
of their participants in hypothetical markets? What is the relevance, explanatory value, or scholarly merit of applying such inappropriate analogies and
concepts to these situations and developments? In what sense is it meaningful
to say that negro slaves on Caribbean plantations in the seventeenth-nineteenth
centuries were engaged in competitive market relations with their white masters? Or Khoisan and Bantu with whites in South Africa today and yesterday?
Does not the patent invalidity of the mystifying market analogy in these contexts and processes indicate the inappropriateness and irrelevance of ReT to
the study of R&ER?

5
Though initially recognising that 'every group is defined in at least two ways,
by itself and by outsiders' (Banton, 1980; 479), Banton (1983: 106) says that
social groups, and especially ethnic groups, are voluntary, and depend on the
decisions of individuals to identify with them for their existence. However,
the individual members of many groups, such as lineages, castes, age-sets,
clans, tribes, some cult and sex groups, rarely enjoy such freedom of choice
and action, under the prevailing norms that ascribe membership without
exception. This also applies to many racial groups as well as categories, and
illustrates the importance of the wider collectivity in defining and maintaining group membership and boundaries. However, in Banton's view ethnic
units are independently created by the voluntary action of their individual
members without reference to their external definition. Most sociologists,
I believe, would define such units by reference to their double identifications, internal and external, as is also the case with structural units of similar
importance in different societies, such as clans, lineages, castes, age-sets, and
so on. In such usage, an ethnic unit, categorical or group organised, is any
population distinguished by non-members and by members on grounds of
real or putative shared ancestry or provenience, and some associated culturally distinctive features (Shibutani and Kwan, 1965: 40,47,51,572; Smith,
1982: 4-6.) In such a view, the wills of its individual members alone are
insufficient to constitute an aggregate as ethnic, although such voluntary
actions may set up groups of religious, academic, political, recreational,
economic or other kinds. On the other hand, to distinguish racial aggregates as socially significant, howsoever and for whatever purposes, only
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their identification as such by non-members is necessary. Those populations that bestow distinct racial identities on themselves, as, for example,
did the Nguni of Matabeleland and the Fulani of Nigeria, must forcibly
impose their claims on others to secure recognition; and of course, as culturally
defined and socially established, such racial identities may have no objective
physical base.
Moreover, all racial populations are not defined exclusively and/or categorically as apparently prescribed by the second proposition of Banton's ReT of
R&ER:
'2 Ethnic groups result from inclusive and racial categories from exclusive
processes' (Banton, 1983: 104).
For example, when white Americans in 1783 adopted the US constitution
that excluded Amerindians and Blacks from citizenship, they simultaneously
incorporated themselves by an inclusive process on racial grounds as a distinct
racial group in a medley of aggregates whose excluded populations differed in
race and status as so many categories. In this process, ethnic differences among
whites were overridden and subordinated by community of race to establish an
exclusive white group at the top of a hierarchy of racially distinct stocks. In
colonial Uganda, Morris (1956: 1957) relates that the ruling British first distinguished Europeans, Asians and Africans as racial categories and bases of
the colonial order, and then set up an Asian Association to represent that
category in dealings with the administration. By that act the British rulers
arbitrarily converted the amorphous racial and cultural category of 'Asians'
into an artificial group of heteronomous character (Weber, 1947: 135), which,
however, failed to unify its members, while leaving the Africans without
such organisation. Thus in colonial Uganda, while Europeans and Asians were
formally organised as groups, the much larger African population remained
a category, divided among states and acephalous tribes. While the Europeans
and the Africans were racial aggregates, the 'Asians' were a polyethnic and
racially heterogeneous population.
The second proposition of Banton's theory may either be interpreted as
an empirical generalisation about the differing derivation and nature of
racial and ethnic minorities in mixed societies, or definitionally to mean that
in his usage all ethnic minorities have group organisation, while all racial
minorities do not, and vice versa. In fact neither interpretation withstands
examination, as may be seen from the Sikhs and Punjabis of Britain, whom
Banton cites on these issues and discusses at length (1983: 54-5, 66-7,
317-24). The British Sikhs are both an ethnic and a religious group by virtue of their distinct organisation, and part of a racial minority in British
opinion and law. Obviously their classification as a racial minority by outsiders or by themselves cannot abolish their group status and organisation,
or transform them into a category. Similarly, those British Punjabis who
are not Sikhs are 'both a racial and an ethnic minority' (ibid.: 67); and
clearly do not undergo transformations from group to category or the reverse
when reclassified by themselves or outsiders.
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Among the peoples of Matabeleland in southwestern Zimbabwe, the conquering Ndebele, invaders of Ngoni stock, language and culture, established
a hierarchic structure of castes strikingly similar to apartheid by incorporating their Tswana and Sotho subjects as Enhla and the indigenous conquered
peoples of Kalanga, Venda, Shankwe, Rowzi, Nanzwa and others of Shona
stock into the largest and lowest caste of Lowzi or Bali (Hughes and Van
Velsen, 1955: 71-5; Hughes, 1956: 60-2). All the populations involved
were Bantu speakers of the same racial stock. According to the second
proposition of Banton's RCT, while the Zansi caste of ruling Ndebele constituted an ethnic group by virtue of their inclusive processes and organization, the Enhla and Lowzi castes were simultaneously constituted as racial
categories by Zansi exclusion. However, as mentioned earlier, the conquering Ndebele identified themselves as racially distinct from Enhla and Lowzi
and included people of differing ethnicity such as Swazi, Ndebele, Zulu, etc.
Hence Banton's formula does not apply to this context.
Likewise, when the Nazis excluded Jews in Germany and other European
countries ideologically and then physically, did that objectively change their
racial status so that these Jews ceased to be white like their persecutors and
became racially distinct, like the Gypsies, who were also subject to elimination by the Nazis? Of course the Nazi ideology stigmatised Jews in racial
terms, yet even their strenuous scientific efforts failed dismally to demonstrate the racial differences they claimed (Shapiro, 1960). When South African whites reserved for themselves the" franchise and institutions of state,
they ipso facto created an inclusive organisation like the American founding
fathers, which constituted its members as a distinct group of explicitly racial
basis and character, since their Afrikaans and English-speaking components
and Jewish elements, while of the same race, represented distinct ethnic
groups, each having its own exclusive organisation.
It seems unnecessary to multiply further examples to demonstrate the
fallacious status of this proposition.

6
The third proposition of Banton's RTC holds that
when groups interact, processes of change affect their boundaries in ways
determined by the form and intensity of competition; and, in particular,
when people compete as individuals this tends to dissolve the boundaries
that define the groups, whereas when they compete as groups this reinforces
those boundaries. (Banton, 1983; 104)
As indicated above and illustrated here, Banton employs key terms such as
'group' and 'competition' somewhat loosely. Thus, if this proposition is restricted to situations in which ethnic or racial aggregates that have group
organisation interact as groups - and the latter does not necessarily follow
from the former - its scope will probably be much narrower than Banton
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intends, as may be gathered by the various situations reviewed in his text to
illustrate this thesis. If so, then Banton evidently intends the proposition to
refer initially to interactions between the members of different ethnic or racial
aggregates which mayor may not be groups, and mayor may not have
definite boundaries, as, for example is true of neighbourhoods, age-grades,
social classes, 'colour-classes' in Jamaica and Brazil, conservatives, liberals and
radicals, and so on. In such cases the claim that their competitive interactions
determine the boundaries of such populations is unlikely to hold insofar as
they have no boundaries or boundary criteria, marginal boundaries, or a multiplicity of fluid, loose and ambiguously related boundaries in the first instance,
as apparently do ethnic divisions among the Thais, or age-grades, neighbourhoods, social classes, liberals, and others unable to agree whether boundaries
are desirable for them, much less how and where they should be drawn. It
seems then that the thesis that group boundaries tend to dissolve when individual competition prevails across them mayor may not apply where either
or both of the interacting aggregates are neither groups, nor have clear boundaries in the first place. It is also not the case that 'intergroup competition' as
defined by Banton always reinforces group boundaries, as demonstrated by
the progressive dissolution of ethnic boundaries between Fulani and Hausa
in northern Nigeria since the Fulani jihad of 1804-10 (Smith, 1955,1965),
of Normans and Anglo-Saxons in medieval England, or of the Meru and Masai
ancestors of the Arusha people (Gulliver, 1963). That Banton was misled to
these conclusions nicely illustrates the damaging consequences in theory
construction of loose usage of basic concepts and terms. Only if the interacting aggregates were organised as groups before they established contact will
either of the specific generalisations in this theorem be relevant or likely to
hold.

7
The principal weakness in Banton's ReT of R&ER, as in various earlier applications of exchange theory to social structures (Homans, 1962; Levi-Strauss,
1963; Blau, 1964; Ekeh, 1974; Heath, 1976), is its failure to integrate the
differentials of power adequately into the scheme. Yet without that this
approach can neither account for aggregate values and ideas on the issues with
which it deals, nor 'explain' collective patterns of intergroup relations. At
most it may plausibly interpret such phenomena howsoever the sociologist or
diviner prefers.
Returning to the paradigmatic instance of collective price-setting and
group competition, when the sheep-herders and cattle-herders met around
their respective campfires that evening to discuss their day's encounters and
trading experience and take decisions about the future, the possibilities of
withdrawal, avoidance of further relations, or attack are not mentioned as
alternatives by Banton; neither does he mention the fact that in neither
camp were all participants in these discussions of equivalent power, status,
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persons, acting singly or together, exercise greatest weight over their group's
decisions. For this reason among others, Banton's (1983: 109) appeal to
Durkheim's study of suicide as evidence that RCT may validly understand
and interpret 'changes in aggregate behaviour' is not acceptable. The freedom that individuals enjoy in privacy to decide whether, when, where and
how to commit suicide is not generally available to them in those public
processes of collective decision-making that engage and express the differential play and influence of personalities and power, rather than the spontaneous consensus that represents in Banton's model the typical, modal, or
average assessment of all participants about the group's optimal strategy for
net individual and collective advantages.
Indeed, historical and ethnographic data show that in the overwhelming
majority of cases, many - and often the majority - of those whose interests
and utilities will be directly or indirectly affected by such collective decisions
have little or no chance to take part in their formulation. Besides children,
women, and the uninitiated, these categories include such people of inferior
caste, wealth and/or status as serfs, slaves, metics and other strangers, disenfranchised and colonised populations, the conquered, peons, migrant
workers, and often those of differing religion, language, race, ethnicity, and
other categories too numerous to list. Yet if it is assumed that by nature
everyone seeks to optimise his or her net advantages, it is essential to recognise the prevalence, bases, variety, aims and conditions of coercion which
together ensure that within any internally differentiated group, and those
subject to its control, individuals will enjoy such radically different freedoms of choice and action to pursue their private interests separately or
with others that, without prior detailed attention to the composition and
structure of each specific social order and its context, it is merely vacuous to
invoke aggregate patterns of choice as reflected in changing behaviours as
evidence of RCT in R&ER.
Particularly in analysing relations between collectivities, it is essential
to give careful and continuous attention at all phases of the process to the
modalities and structures of power and authority within them, since such
relations implicitly or explicitly engage at least three political 'systems',
namely, those that prevail within either aggregate and that which develops
between them. However, having elected to interpret R&ER as products of
rational choice by all those involved, Banton subsumes the fact of power
and its implications in his residual category of the structural constraints
that define and distribute the alternatives for action among these individuals, and also regulate their perceptions of them. In this way Banton (1983:
124) seeks to assimilate his account of R&ER to the market model of competitive interaction between optimising actors that his version of RCT
assumes, and dismisses those pervasive inequalities of resource, situation and
choice associated with intra-group as well as inter-group power distributions
on the ground that market situations in the real world will always be characterised by imperfect competition and will always need to be placed in their
historical and political context.
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To illustrate the implications of this analogy and procedure, Banton discusses the situation of 'the black man in the [US] Deep South in the 1930s'
who could decide that he would not play up to white people's expectations
of black roles, but ... ran great risks if he held to that decision in all circumstances. Rather than bend before injustice, some black men did risk their
lives, and some lost them, although they could have chosen to play safe. To
deny that they acted from choice is to deny them their human dignity' (ibid.:
107, my italics). Ergo, by their deaths these blacks demonstrated the utility
and validity of the RCT of R&ER.
However, rather oddly Banton remarks of the same interracial situation
that 'an unsubstantiated accusation that a black man had made an improper
advance to a white woman could (but did not necessarily) lead to a lynching
and to psychopathological behaviour by whites' (ibid.- 133, my italics). Why
and how then is such obviously 'rational' and optimising behaviour by these
whites condemned as 'psychopathological', and inferentially irrational, since
its motives and effects are clearly to maintain and demonstrate \vhite male
dominance and monopoly of power and white women (ibid.: 131-5), when
the more atrocious white slaughters of native Americans and Australians are
interpreted as rational acts to 'establish their own markets and dictate the
terms on which Aborigines and Indians might participate in them' (ibid.:
124)?
Anyone acquainted with the historical record of white and non-white
relations in Africa, Asia, Australia, Melanesia, the Caribbean and the Americas will be surprised that one of the leading experts in this field has tried to
analyse and 'explain' them as outcomes of rational choice and action to
maximise net advantages by all their participants. Yet however convenient
such an explanation may be to the historically and currently dominant
peoples, one wonders what a rational choice theory applied to contexts of
this kind 'Nritten by a scholar of the dispossessed, exploited or exterminated
peoples would look like. What would it say? What would be its scope, content
or structure? What could be its purpose?
To put the point another way, can advocates of RCT applied to R&ER
explain within the terms and limits of their theory how and why is it that
whites have generally enjoyed such superior freedoln of choice and opportunities to maximise their individual net advantage, collectively or otherwise, in interracial situations than people of other stocks? Or why in interethnic relations among peoples of the same racial stock, the freedoms to
choose between alternative courses of action in terms of one's perceived net
advantage are generally greater and more widespread within the dominant
ethnic group than among the dominated, the more so the greater the inequality
of power that structures the domination? Presumably in studying such questions the fallacy of RCT's market model will become patent, and its incapacity to analyse those distributions and relations of power it has simply taken
for granted may at last persuade scholars to tackle the conditions and structures of authority and power that together provide the framework, bases,

content and dynamic elements of all interracial and interethnic contexts. 4
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Notes
1.
I am grateful to Michael Banton for his courteous response and scholarly interest in this paper, and for helpful comments and clarifications of his position. In personal correspondence about the essay, he suggested that the two following points could
be added to the list: (8) a recognition that any such theory would be of limited scope;
(9) a belief in the value of confronting alternative theories and trying to improve whichever seems least unsatisfactory.
2.
Re mechanisms of rational choice by individuals, Banton points out in a letter
that as these are discussed at length by H. M. Blalock and P. H. Wilken in their book
(1979) Intergroup Processes: A Micro-Macro Perspective (New York: The Free Press),
he refrained from reviewing these in abstract and general terms in his Racial and Ethnic
Competition, but illustrated them by particular applications in the markets for housing
and employment.
3.
I differ from Michael Banton and John Rex in my interpretation of Max Weber
on this point, perhaps because I attach more weight to Weber's actual practice than to
his professions of intent.
4.
In correspondence Banton points out that 'there can be no explanation of historical events as the word "explanation" is used in science', bu t also that 'Theory can
inform historical interpretations.' Yet if RCT provides 'scientific explanations' of aggregate behaviour in R&ER, as such actions rapidly become historical, RCT does seem to
offer retrospective historical explanations of events.
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